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ABSTRACT
Existing Federal public assistance programs provide caBh assistance'
to several groups of low-income families--the aged, the blind, the disabled, and those with dependent families. The primary poverty group
excluded from support are the "working poor."
In this paper, a strategy for assisting .this group of families is
presented and analyzed. This strategy conditions income suppprt on th~
existence of work effort and bases supplement payments on the sum of
husband's and wife's earnings. At very low earnings levels, the supplement increases as earnings increase. "For somewhat higher family earnings
levels, a negative income tax type "tax rate" is in effect so as to
restrict the benefits of the program to poor and near-poor families. For
some of the plans which are analyzed, benefits are conditioned on family
size.
The first section of the paper develops the principles of an earnings supplement strategy, compares it with the wage rate subsidy and
negative income tax strategies, and explores the advantages of alternative versions of earnings supplementation. Plans with both a single
benefit schedule and family-size conditioned schedules are presented.
'Also the proposal of the Senate Finance Committee and the British tax
credit plan are discussed.
In the second section of
to be considered in designing
discussed. These include the
tion of earnings, the optimal
other social programs.

the paper, a number of important issues
an optimal earnings supplement policy are
issues of program eligibility, the definiaccounting period, and integration with

In the final section of the paper, the expected labor ~4rket effects
of an earnings supplement program are analyzed. Because the earnings
supplement has both an "incentive" and "disincentive" range, the net
effect of the program on labor supply is difficult to discern. In general, however, the earnings supplement is seen to provide a greater
inducement to work than a negative income tax plan. While similar work
inducements are provided by a wage subsidy and earnings supplement, the
earnings supplement is observed to induce more upward labor mobility
than the wage subsidy. The overall effect of an earnings supplement
program on the wage structure is anticipated to be very small.
Several issues are excluded from detailed consideration i~ the
These include issues of administrative structure, integraticn
with the positive income tax.and the withholding system, the interna.l
structure of existing transfer programs, and the disparity between t.he
benefit units in existing programs and the earnings supplement..
pa~er.
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EARNINGS SUPPLEMENTATION PLANS FOR "WORKING POOR" FAMILIES:
AN EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
Rober t Haveman, Irene !J.lrie, and TIlad Mircr
Federal public assistance programs have'developed over the last
forty years to provide income maintenance for specific categories of
non-working poor families: the aged, the blind, the disabled, and
those with dependent children. Common to all of these categories is
the presumed inadequacy of the income support possible from the employment of the responsible adults of the' family. Indeed', for several of
the programs, the adults of the family are presumed unable to seek or
obtain employment in order.to provide for their own support. Poor
families which a're not in one of these categories do .not r.eceive the
benefit of any cash transfer program, although they do receive ben~
fits from emergency, insurance, and in-kind programs funded by government. Theincorne poverty of these families, the working poor, has
become a national concern.
.
Working poor families remain below the poverty line for several
reasons: the wage they command in the market place is too low even if
they work full-time, there are insufficient employment opportunities
to allow them to work as much as· they want, or they are discouraged
from working full-time by the low wage rate or undesirable working
conditions which they face. Programs to improve workers' skills
through training and education have been slow to produce results,
. while proposed cash transfer programs containing a minimum income
guarantee have failed to be politically acceptable. Recently, various
plans have been suggested to aid the working poor by supplementing
their earnings with cash transfers.l Unlike the categorical programs,
these plans do not break the tie between family income·and work effort.
Rather, they serve to improve the terms-of-trade through which work
effort generates family income.
This paper discusses the supplementation of earned income as a
strategy for improving the economic status of low income families. It
analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of this form of social policy
and raises many of the issues which will have to be considered in designing an optimal earnings supplement program.

lThese plans include the combination wage rate and earnings subsidy
proposed in 1972 by the Senate Finance Committee, the recently adopted
Briti.sh income supplement program, and a variety of other wage rate and
earnings subsidy proposals . . See U.S. Congress, Senate Finance Connn:tttee,
Summary of the Principle Provisions of H.R.l as Determined by the Committee on Finance, June 13, 1972; 'Robert H. Haveman, "Work.Conditioned Subsidies as an Income Maintenance Strategy: Issues of Program Structure
and Integration," in U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Studies in
Public Helfare, 1973; and Nlchael C. Barth, "Universal Hage Rate Subsidy:
Benefits and Effects," in U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, The
Economics of Federal Subsidy Programs, part 4, 1972.
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The analysis of nn earnings supplement program 1s based on several
presumptions about the 'program environment. and specific polley decisions.
While a conc.rete policy proposal may well deviate from theSlcl ·assumptions,
they serve to focus our analysis on the primary issues to be considered
in evaluating this strategy. Our subsequent discussion analyzes the
advantages and disadvantages of these assumptions and alternatives to
them.
Assumption 1. The current categorical income maintenance programs
will continue in operation under existing principles.
Assumption 2.
lished.

No major public employment program will be estab-

Assumption 3. The cumulation of benefits and tax rates from. the
several programs will be avoided through integr~tion provisions'
in public transfer programs other than the earnings supplem~nt
program.
Assumption 4. All family units, including unrelated individuals,
couples without children, single-parent families, and husband-wife
families with children will be eligible for the earnings supplement program.
Assumption 5. Earnings supplements will be provided according to
a stated scheduie on the sum of husband's and wife's earnings.
The first assumption makes clear that we are not considering a complete income maintenance system, but rather one program which, when added
to the current system, will make an improvement in that system. The third
assumption recogniZeS the general purposes and wide coverage of-an earn~
ings supplement program and, hence, the need for it to be integrated with
the rest of the system. Because the categorical programs .are more limited
in their objectives and coverage, program integration provisions to
accommodate the earnings supplement will be included in them. .
The second assumption sets our proposals apart from earlier proposals for earnings supplementation, especially that of the Senate
Finance Committee. A public employment program has some desirable benefits in and of itself, but the plan discu?sed here is not contingent
upon such a program. 2

2The.Senate Finance CO,mmittee proposal included a major public
employment program as an accompaniment to earnings supplementation.
This program was essential because of the grouping of all family he1::.ds
into employable and unemployable categories. .Because those in the
former category (including some AFDC mothers) would not be eligible
for the categorical cash transfer programs, it was felt that a guar2ntee of employment to such families was essential. In addition to this
function, a public employment program could also be viewed as correcting serious inadequacies in the labor market for low wage workers, such
as seasonality and part-time and intermittent work.

3
The. fourth Dnd fifth assumptions ar~ mudc as preliminary judgments
about the proper 'scope 'of the program." In· section n· below.,. w.e. shall.
discuss alternative possibilities. 3 ·
In the first section of this paper, we will develop the principles
of an earnings supplement strategy, compare it with the wage rate subs~dy and negative income tax strategies, and explore the advantages of
alternative versions of the earnirigssup~lementationstrategy. Plans
with both .£1 single benefit s.chedule and family-size conditioned schedules
are presented. Also the proposal of the Senate Finance Committee and the
British tax credit plan are discussed.
In the second section of the paper, a number of im?qrtant issues to
be considered in designing an earnings supplement policy will. be discussed. These include the issues of program eligibility, .the .definition
of earnings, the' optimal accounting period, and integration with other
social programs.
In analyzing the issue of who is to be eligible for the program,
. four options are consid'ered:" all fainily units.(including unrelated _
individuals), families with children, families with both husband and
wife present, and all family units except various one-person families
of irregular status .. After evaluating the advantages and disadvantages
of various eligibility definitions, it is concluded that on equity'
. grounds the best criterion is the broadest, although·other cost considerations may require a more narrow eligibility criterion.
In evaluating the question of the earnings definition on which
supplements would be based, several options are again considered. It
is concluded that for a program designed ~-Tith a strong anti-poverty
objective, supplements should be paid on the sum of husband and ~~fe
earnings other than the earnings of only the family head or the earnings
of all family members indiVidually. In considering how income other than
earnings would be treated in the program, the best procedure would be to
include income continuation and unemploymentbeuefits in earnings, to
. ignore the benefits from other income-conditioned· programs" and to "tax"
unearned income at some fairly high rate. In this same vein, it is
suggested that in-kind income from assets be imputed and treated as
unearned income.
In section II, a good deal of attentio~ is paid to the issue of the
appropriate accounting period for an earnings supplement. Given .the
irregular work experience of many low income families,the choice of'
accounting period has a significant effect on the benefits received by
many families. It is emphasized that :-a .carryover accounting' period such.
as that developed for FAP can.not be used for an earnings subsidy plan.
It is concluded that a yearly accounting period is preferable to a
quarterly accounting period, and that intermittent payments could be
made to families if an end-of-year settlement procedure were developed.

3In addition to these major assumptions, our discussion also presumes that the period over which supplemental benefits are calculated
is One year, that supplements will not be paid on unearned income (rent,
interest, etc.), arid that earn{ngs of workers who are neither head nor
spouse will not be eligible for supplemental benefits .
..
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One of the major issues discussed is the integrntion of an earnings
supplement plan with existing income transfer ·progrnms. Because, the
earnings suppiement program is a broad c9veragc program, it is proposed
that it ign6rc the benefits of other more specialized p~ograms. These
programsj how~ver, should account for earnings supplement benefits in
their payment schedules. This approach to integration provides' considerable control over the problem of horizontal equity and high cumulative tax rates.
In section III of the paper, the expected labor'market effects' of
an earnings supplement "program are analyzed. Because 'the earnings' supplement has both an "incentive" and "disincentive" range, the net effect
of the program' on labor supply is difficult to discern. In general , .
however, the earnings supplement is -seen to'provide a greater inducement
to work than a negative income tax plan (which extends the benefit schedule of the earnings supplement from the pivot point d·o.wn to zero earnings).
The earnings supplement has a smaller range'over which'the tax on earnings prevails and, moreover, provides no minimum income guarantee. While
similar work inducements are provided by a wage ,subsidy and earnings
supplement, the earnings supplement is observed to induce more upward
labor mobility than the wage subsidy. The overall effect of an earnings
supplement program on the wage structure is anticipated to be very small.
Several issues are excluded from detailed consideration in the paper.
These include issues of administrative structure,integration with the
positive income tax and the withholding system, the internal stru~ture
of existing transfer programs, and the disparity between the benefit
units in existing programs and the earnings supplement. These deserve
further attention.

1.

A.

AN EARNINGS SUPPLEMENT POLICY:

SOME ALTERNATIVES

The Nature of an Earnings Supplement Strategy

Concern with work incentives has been a primary issue in legislative consideration of anti-poverty income transfer programs. Two.characteristics of these programs have caused concern: the provision of a
minimum income guarantee and the "taxation" of increases in earnings
from additional work effort. An earnings supplement strategy addresses
these concerns head-on--it conditions provision of income supplementation
on work effort and, for low earners, directly ties the amount of subsidy
to the ,amount of work effort. Moreover, unlike other proposed income
support' strategies (such as a negative income, tax or a demogrant or FAP),
earnings supplementation does not provide a minimum income guarantee.
In Figure I-I, the basic structure of an earnings supplement policy
is presented. On the horizontal axis, the earnings of a family are
measured; the total income (earnings plus supplement) of the family is
measured on the vertical axis. If there '.ere no supplementation or
taxes, a family would find itself located somewhere on the 45 0 line-total income would equal family earnings. For example, family earnings
of OX would equal total family income of Xa.

5
With an earnings supplement policy, 11 governmental payment is provided to low' income fnmilies based u.pon the level of their labor market
earnings. This is shown by the lnbeled schedule lying above the. 11.5° ...
line. This schedule shows that with .zero·earnings,a family would
receive zero benefits--thcrc Is no income gurir~ntcc. However, as earnings increase above zero, the benefit payment--indlcutcd by the v~rtical
distance between the 45° line and the earnings supplement schedule-also increases. For example, if earnings were OX (which is equal to Xa),
the benefit payment would be abo At the higher level of family earnings
of OX' (equal to X'c), the benefit p~yment rises to cd. AS earnings
increase beyond OX', the absolute amount of the benefH drops to zero.
This· is to avoid the payment of benefits to families with high earnings
levels.
Two aspects of the diagram should be noted. First, the supplement
schedule has a "kink ll or "pivot point" in it at earnings level OX'. At
this earnings level, the marginal supplement rate changes.from.a 'positive
number to a negative number. At any earnings level below OX', an increase
'inearnings brings forth an increase in the supplement payment; at earnings'levels between OX' and aXil, an increase in earnings brings forth a:
decrease in the amount of the supplement (although the amount of the
supplement is still positive). Conversely, a decrease in earnings at
earnings levels below OX' decreases the amount of supplement received,
while a decrease in earnings at earnings levels between OX' and axil
increases the amount of supplement received. 4 ,·Families with zero.earnings receive no income supplement. For many such families, benefits from
other public transfer programS provide the primary source of incom·e.· .
Several characteristics of an earnings supplement policy should be
emphasized:
.Itprovides an incentive for families with very low earnings to
increase their work effort. S As opposed to the wage rate subsidy, this incentive applies to both increased hourly wages and
increased hours worked. This is discussed more fully below.

4·
These effects hold except for substantial earnings changes which
move the recipient over the pivot point in the supplementation sched·ule.
In such cases, it would be possible for earnings to increase (decrease)
and 'the supplement received to decrease (increase).

5This 'statement is based on the assumption that the labor supply
schedule shows a positive relationship between wage rates and labor
supply; i.e., that it is not bac~yard bending. This assumptiqn serves
as the basis for the work incentive discussions in Section I. More
detailed discussion of this assumption is provided in Section III.
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oIt provides the highest totnl benefits to fnml.liefl w{th !~anlJnRs

in the mid-range between zero enrnin~s nnd. brcllkcvcn cnrI\lngs.?'
The·mnjority of "working poor" families tend ·to be in. this ca.rn-.
ings range •

•There is no "guarunteedincome." A family which fails to participate in the labor force is granted no benefit.
oBeyond the "pivot point" (earnings level OX'), the earnings supplement is very similar to a negative income tax~ There is an implicit tax on earned income between OX' and .the breakevem .earnings
level (OX").
oBy varying the earnings supplemerit by family size, partial melding of the supplement schedule with the Federal personal income
tax schedule can be achieved. 7 . .
.
- B.

Earnings Supplements, Wage Rate Subsidies, and the Negative Income
Tax

The earnings supplement, the wage rate 'subsidy, and the negative
income tax--the primary strategies for income support to the poor--have
several characteristics in common. Most basically, they share the objective ofprovidirtg income supplementation to low income families. In
addition to issues of Federal cost and the perceived generosity of the
plan,8 the labor supply effect has· been a primary issue of concern regarding these plans.. In the comparisons which follow the brief descriptions of the wage rate subsidy and-the negative income tax, the differential work incentive effects of the plans will be emphasized.
The negative income tax bases supplemental payments to poor families
on the income level of the family; higher benefits are awarded to families with lower than with higher incomes. As such, the negative income.
tax includes an income guarantee and imposes a tax on increments to earned
income. With reference to Figure 1-2, the- negative income tax schedule

6The breakeven level is that level of earnings beyond which no
supplemental payment is made. For most of the cases discussed in this
paper, the breakeven level is in the neighborhood of $5,000 for a family
of four. Hence, the bulk of supplement payments accr~es to families in
poverty.
7

..

Such a family-size conditioned plan is described below.

8While the ievei of income transferred to low income families
indicates the generosity of a plan, participants·in the debate over
alternative welfare strategies have often focused on the level of the
guarantee provided f&~ilies with zero income.\Vhile this value is an
indicator of generosity for families with very low (or zero) earnings,
it should be noted that the bulk of poor families have earnings in
excess of these levels.
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is shown us the line which cuts the 45° line from above. It lmpHcs
a guaranteed income level of Oa (a 8tand~rd figure often mentioned is
'"$2400 for ~ ·fami1y of four persdns)i" which reprC8e~t~ thcgran~ the
family would receive if it had no other income. As earnings levels
increase above zero~ the grant diminishes; each dollar of additional
earnin~s implies a Teduction of some fraction of a dollar in the grant
(th~ tax rate).
At an ea~nings level of OX, the grant falls to ze~o;
this is the breakeven earnings level.
The negative income tax schedule can be thought of as an extension
of the flatter segmen"t of the earnings supplement schedule from the
"pivot point" down to a zero earnings level," h"ence" transf~rring more
income to poor"families in this earnings tange.
"
The primary points of comparison between an earnings supplement
and a negative "income tax" are. the fo;Llowing:
-Work Disincentives--The negative income tax imposes an implicit
tax rate on earned inCome throughout the range of earnings in
which it is in effect. To families not currently" on welfare-the working poor--this implies a tax on "(york effort. 9. The tax"
rate implicit in most recent proposals has been about 50 percent.
By comparison, the earnings supplement provides increasing benefits on marginal earnings throughout a sizable earnings range
and, hence, increases "the return to work effort throughout that
range. However, for earnings above the "pivot point" ea"rnings"
level (OX' in Figure 1-1) the work incentive effect of an earnings supplement would be similar to that of a negative income tax •
• Income Guarantee--Whereas the negative income tax guarantees a
minimum income for poor families (Oa in Figure 1-2), the earnings supplement does not. In terms of the provision Of income
suppor"t to low income htisband-spouse families, this is of "relatively minor importance. As the data indicate, the bulk of
these" family units are in an earnings range in which the income
guarantee would be of little relevance. 10 It is of major
importance, however, in terms of public acceptance~ The income
guarantee has come to be seen as an inducement to retire from
the labor force and has generated substantial opposition for that
reason. Moreover, advocates of more generous income support
schemes have--somewhat mistakenly--focused on the income guarantee as the sale indicator of the generosity of the plan.
-Income Support to the Poor--To some extent the negative income tax
would "prOVide more income support to families with very low earningsthan would an earnings supplement >v"ith the s"aine breakev.en "
earnings level. This can be seen by" cOmparing Figures 1 and 2; "the

9For families currently on welfare, the negative income tax could
actually mean an increase in work incentives. This is due to the high
(67 percent) implicit tax rate in the AFDC program.
IOSee AppendiX C.
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earnings supplement schedule for very low 1~vc18 of earned income
.1ie8 below the schedule of the negative incorne tax. However" as
mentioned above" there are relatively few t~o-parent fnmi11eswith
children in this very low earnings range. ,In general, both progra~8 are highly ~ffective in targeting, their brinefits ori the
poverty population.
'·Work Test--To insure that eligible workers' do not cease working and
accept the minimum income guarantee, the imposition of a work test
is often judged to be a necessary accompaniment of a negative income
tax plan.' Because,of the work conditioned nature of the ,earnings
supplement and the absence of a ,minimum· ,income, guarantee, an
explicit work test would not be necessary in this case •
• Income Reporting--The negative income tax provides an· incentive
to eligible families to underreport their actual income. Such
underreporting increases the benefit received. The earnings
supplement contains this same incentive fot families at earnings
levels above' the pivot point. The incentive for families with
earnings below the pivot point is tO,overreport their actual
earnings.
The wage rate subsidy bases income supplementation on the wage rate
at which an employe~ person works. As such, it is an income supplementation program whi.ch, is, directed. at an individual worker rather,than a family
based program such as the negative income tax or earnings subsidy.ll
While most wage rate subsidy programs have been directed toward individual
. workers" some plans involve the payment'of the subsidy to employers. In
the following discussion, we will assume that the subsidy would be, paid to
individual workers.
Typically, in this form of progr:am a subsidy would be paid to a
worker which'is some fraction (defined as the subsidy rate) of the difference between his market wage rate and some legislatively determined target
wage rate. For example, if the target wage rate was $2.00/hour and the
subsi'dy rate, .5, a worker earning a, market· Y?'age of $.1. 50/hour would receive a subsidy of $.25/hour for each hour worked [$.25 = .5 x ($2.00 $1.50~.

Figure 1-3 depicts a wage rate subsidy. Two wage rate subsidy
schedules are required to describe a single plan. 12 Two schedules are
required because there exist two ,means of incr'easing earned income-working an increased number of hours or working at a higher paying job.
11

. ".
'"
.
this statement is true for standard 'wage rate subsidy plans
which have been proposed, one .could determine eligibility by famiiy , "
income as in the WIN tax credit. Even in this plan, however, the
amount of the subsidy payment depends on the wage rate of the individual
worker.
~~ile

12Indeed, each of the schedules relate to a worker with either a
given number of hours \vorked or a given ~\Tage rate. For a worker witrl
a lower wage rate, Schedule A would be depicted oy a ray from the origin
with a steeper slope than the depicted Schedule A. For a worker working
mor's hours but at a 10"Ter ~yage rate, Schedule B would De parallel to the
depicted Schedule B, but lying above it.
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Schedule A shows the wage rate subsidy to a worker who increases his
earnings by working more hours (say, moving from part to full-time
employment) . It shows that the higher the level of earned income, the
higher the total benefit received, given a fixed wage rate. Thus, if
the work incentive in a wage rate subsidy leads to an increase in the
number of hours worked, this plan would have much the same sort of
benefit schedule as an earnings supplement over the earnings range with
a positive supplement rate.
'
Schedule B represents the benefit schedule for earnings increases
due to an increase in the wage rate at which a worker is employed (holding fixed the number of hours worked). It shows that the subsidy
decreases as earned income increases; hence, there is an implicit tax
on earnings increases from increased wage rates.
In comparing an earnings supplement with a wage rate subsidy, the
following points are important:
,Work Disincentives--Comparison of the differential incentives from
an. earnings supplement and standard wage rate subsidy proposals
must consider several points: (I) The wage rate subsidy impose an
implicit tax on all earnings increases from increased wage rates.
This inplies a disincentive for upgrading one's skill' through
increased education or institutional training or engaging in jobsearch for higher paid employment. 13 While this disincentive applies
to all workers under a wage, subsidy plan, under an earnings supplement it applies only to those workers with earnings above the
pivot point. 14 (2) The wage rate subsidy increases the return from
an increase in hours worked for all workers covered by the program.
The earnings supplement increases the return from a~ increment in
hours worked for those workers whose earnings are below the pivot
point, but not for those with earnings above that point. (3) Most
proposed wage rate subsidy plans stipulate a wage rate below which
the subsidy does not apply. For such plans, there is a strong
incentive for low wage worker's to increase their wage rate to the
level at which the subs~dy begins •
• Income Guarantee--Neither the earnings supplement nor the wage
rate subsidy plan contain an income guarantee. Both condition
payment of benefits on the existence of work,effort. However,
the earnings supplement does apply to a~l earned income up to
13

It should be noted, however, that this disincentive does not
apply to the upgrading of skills through obtaining employment with a
substantial on-the"7"j ob training component. See Irwin Garfinkel, "A
Skeptical Note on 'The Optimality' of Wage Subsidy Programs," American Economic Review, June, 1973.

14

-It would be possible to conceive of a wage rate subsidy plan
which subsidized wage rate increases for low wage rate workers and
"taxed 11 wage rate increases 'for higher ivage rate workers. Such a plan
would have the same general incentive effects for wage rate changes as
does an earnings supplement. We are indebted to Duncan }~cRae for
bringing this special case to our attention.

13
the breakeven level, while the wage rate subsidies commonly proposed and analyzed ho¥e a mininunn wage rate below which the subsidy does not apply.l
In concept, however, both the earnings
supplement and wage rate subsidy plans could be effective over
the full range of earnings levels up to the breakeven point.
1Income Support to the Poor--Because the earnings supplement applies
to the earned income of a family unit, it tends to be more efficient in reducing poverty per dollar of government cost than does
a wage rate subsidy. A substantial portion of the benefits of a
wage rate subsidy accrue to non-poor families. This occurs because
many people in non-poor families are, as low wage rate workers,
eligible for wage rate subsidy. This problem could be mitigated
somewhat in a wage-rate subsidy plan by limiting eligibility to
only family heads.
.
JWork Test--Because of the conditioning of transfer benefits on
work effort, an administrative work test is superfluous in both
the earnings supplement and wage rate subsidy policies.
~

C.

Income Reporting--In the wage rate subsidy, the size of the subsidy is a negative function of the wage rate, for wage rates
above some minimum. Hence, if a wage rate is above that minimum,
financial gains could be obtained by both employer and employee
through collusion to report the payment of a wage rate which is
below the actual wage rate being paid. Moreover, for a standard
wage rate subsidy with a minimum applicable wage rate,there is
an incentive for collusion to report a wage rate above that. minimum, for actual wage rates which are below it. As stated above,
in· an earnings supplement plan there is an incentive with earnings
below the pivot point and an incentive to underreport earnings for
recipients with earnings above the pivot point.

Some Earnings Supplement Options

Compared to other anti-poverty strategies, the earnings supplement
approach appears relatively effective in its ability to transfer income
to low income families while, at the same time, maintaining the incentive
to work. However, various forms of the supplement achieve these two
objectives to different degrees. In particular, given a constant breakeven level, more generous plans tend to be accompanied by strong work
disincentives. This tradeoff relationship is a significant one and must
be carefully considered in designing any particular earnings supplement
program. It is analyzed in the following discussion.
A second important consideration is the relationship of the benefit
levels of an earnings supplement program to the levels of need of beneficiaries. To the extent that larger families with any given income
level have larger unmet needs than smaller families at that income level,

15 The purpose of the minimum wage rate provision is to target the
benefits of the program on the poverty population. Many workers employed at wage rates below the stipulated minimum are teenagers and
secondarv workers from non-povertv families.

14
a case can be made for relating the size of bencfit paymcntR to family
size. Nearly all income transfer programs contain such family-size
conditioned benefit schedules, including AFDe, public housing, adult
assistance, ~ocinl security, and the personal income tax structure.
Options 'for conditionJng benefits on family size are'also analyzed in,
the following discussion.
1.

Three Earnings, Su'pplement Plans--The Anti-Poverty-Hork l:ncentives
Tradeoff
-

If the primary objective of a national program of income support
to working poor families is the maintenance of. or increase in work
incentives, it could be argued that a positive encouragement to work
.effort should prevail over as large a portion of the low earnings range
as is consistent with some given budgetary outlay. Because, in ,an earnings supplement program, the "tax" on earnings required to phase out the
program at higher earnings levels implies a work disincentive over earnings ranges beyond the pivot point, it would be the implicit objective
of this plan to minimize the "tax" rate and the earnings range over
which it is effective. To do so would require that the positive supplement rate be a modest one. In this way the earnings range experiencing
a positive inducement to work would be large, the size' of the work induce'ment (the supplement rate) would be mode~t, and the range of earnings
with a tax on earnings would be narrow. l
The amount of income,support
provided low income families would be relatively small, as would the
budgetary cost of the program.
I

An example of such a plan is presented as Plan A in Table I-I and
Figure 1-4. This plan, it should be noted, has a modest supplement rate
of 20 percent on earnings from zero earnings to $3,000 of earnings and
a marginal "tax" rate of 30 percent on earnings from $3,000 to $5,000.
The breakeven level is $5,000. The' maximum benefit provided a family
under this plan is $600, which occurs at an earnings level of $3,000.
A plan with the sarne breakeven earnings level ($5,000) but with a
somewhat greater earnings supplement rate and level of income supplementation is shown as Plan B in Table I-I and Figure 1-4. In this plan,
however, the supplement rate is 50 percent (implying an increase of 50
percent in the worker's wage rate) over the earnings range from
to
$2,000 and' a "tax" rate of 33 percent on earnings from $2,000 to $5,000.
The maximum allowance is $1,000 which is paid to a family at an earnings
level of $2,000--making that family's total income $3,000. As compared
with Plan A, this plan has a larger earnings supplement rate, a smaller
earnings range' over which it is applicable, and a larger total benefit
paid at any earnings level. ,In moving from the small to the medium size
plan, several program characteristics have been altered: (1) the rate
of earnings supplementation over the low earnings range, has been increased,
(2) the earnings range over which this work inducement applies has been

°

16It should be noted that the earnings supplement contains two types
of variables of relevance to the issue of work disincentive--the size of
the supplement rate and the range over ~vhich the supplement rate applies.
The negative income tax, on the other hand, has only the 'former of these
variables to be considered. The negative income tax, however, also has
the disincentive effect of the guarantee to be considered.
- - - - - - - - - - - --
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decreased, (3) although the tnx rate on earnings required to' phase out
.. the pro"gram bas remained about;: the same, the earni11gs range over wb'ich
it is effect-ive has been inc-reased, and (4) themnount. o( income support
provided at any earnings level has been increased.
A still larger variant of the earnings supplcment'stra~egy discussed
here is designated as Plan C in Table I-I and Figure I~4. In this vaiiant, the subsidy rate is placed at 100 percent on earned income up to
$1,700; beyond $1,700 the schedule implies a tax rate of 50 percent.
Again the breakeven point was held to about $5,000. The largest subsidy
payment in this plan is $1,700, which is paid to a family with $1,700 qf
earnings. Again the tradeoffs mentioned above are in evidence. The
increase in. the work incentive from a higher earnings supplement rate
is accompanied by a smaller earnings range over which this supplement
rate applies, a substantially higher tax rate on earnings is' required to
maintain the breakeven level, and an extension in the earnings range
over which this tax rate applies. This plan does, however, increase the
income support to low income families at any earnings level.
2.

Family-Size Conditioned Earnings Supplement Options

All· of the plans 'outlined in Secti<;m 1 "tlase ·supplement payments, on
family earnings alone; no recognition is given to the different levels
of need of families of various' sizes. The advantag~ of .these lI'single. variable" plans is the simplicity of their henefit schedules and,. to
17
some extent, maintenance of the principle of "equal pay for equal work."
They have the disadvantage of failing to recognize the differing level
of need of various size families.
In this section, two earnings supplement plans are presented which
alter the benefit level for families of any given earnings level, depending on the family size. In addition .to recognizing the relationship ~f
need to family size, these.plans. move toward ~n integration of the earnings supplement schedules with the positive Federal income tax schedule.
The breakeven level for families of various sizes is the earnings level
at which the family must begin paying Feder~l income tax. 18 Summary
facts regarding each are shown in Table 1-2; .
.'
17 The principle of "equal pay for equal ·work" requires that two
people doing equivalent work should receive the same pay. If anyone of
the plans discussed in section 1. is considered, two workers performing
the same function·and receiving the same.wagerate will receive the same
earnings supplement (assuming that neither of their spouses has .earned
income). If the earnings supplement program contains family-size cqnditioned benefit .schedules, the workers w'ith the larger family ,,,auld receive the larger supplement, implying a large effective wage rate.. However, it should be noted that in the case of the earnings Suppl~lent
based on the earnings of husband and wife, hours worked, the market wage
rate, and the work effort of various family members can all vary while
the earned income on which the supplement is based remains constant.
18
The relationship between family size and the adjusted gross income
level at which Federal income tax liability begins is as follows: twoperson family - $2,900; three-person fanlily - $3,650; four-person family $4,400; five-person family - $5,150; six~persbn family - $5,900; seven-·
person family - $6,650.
---~-_._~-~._------
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Table 1-1.
Net Allowances from Alternative Earnings Supplement Plans

Plan A
,
F~~ily

~a~~i~gs

$

0

Earnings
Supplenent

0

$

Plan B

Narginal
Total
Family Supplement
Inco1.le
Rate

$

0

---

Family
Earnings
Earnings. Supplement

$

0

$ 0

Plan C

Marginal
Total·
Family Supplement
. Rate
Income

$

0

Family
Earnings

---

$

0

Earnings
Supplement

$

0

Total
Harginal
Family SU)Element
Income
ate

$

0

500

100

600

+20% .

500

. 2.50

750

+50%

I 500

500

1000

+100%

1000

200

1200

+20%

1000

500

1500

+50%

1.1000

1000

2000

+100%

1500:

300

1800

+20%

1500

750

2250

o;f-50%

I 1500

1500

3000

+100%

400

2400

+20%

200Q

1000

3000.

+50%

I 1700

1700

3400

+100%

2500

500

3000

.+20%

2500

883

3337

-33%

I 2000

1550

3550

-50%

3000

600

3600

+20%

3000

666

3666

-33%

I 2500

1300

3800·

-50;~

3500

450

3950

-30r.

3500

500

4000

-33%

I 3000

1050

4050

-50%

4000

300

4300

-30%

4000

333

4333

-33%

I 3500

800

4300

-50%

4500

150

4650

-30%

4500

],67'

4667

. -33%

4000

. 550

4550

-50%

SOQO

-

SOP

-30%

5000

---

5000

-33%

'I 4500

300

4800

.-50i.

5000

50

5050

-50i.

2000

.
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While both plans have the same family-sizc-Apecific breakeven
levels, the first variant assures that larger families receive larg~r
earnings supplements than smaller families at· all earnings Ie'vels. AB'
shown 1n Figure 1-5 (for ,families of size 2, 4, and 6), this rcqu.ires
the pos itiv'e supplement rate to ·be greater for larger families than
for smaller families. In this variant, the tax rate and the pivot
point do not vary by family size, although family-size conditioned,
plans could be devised in which the supplement rate, the tax rate,
and the pivot point could all vary by family size. Implicit in the
plan shown in Figure 1-5 is a positive relationship between ·the earn';"
ings range over which the tax rate is effective and family. size.
The supplement schedule of the second plan is somewhat simpler
.than that of the first, although it does not assure that supplement
payments will be larger for larger size families throughout all earnings ranges. It is depicted in Figure 1-6, for family sizes 2 through
6., In this plan, only a single supplement rate (50 percent) and a
single tax rate (33 percent) are in effect. However, the ~ivot point
and the breakeven levels depend on family size with larger family s.izes
having, a higher pivot point and breakeven level. For earnings levels
below about $1,200, the supplement provided any family is the same, ,
.. regardless of siz:e; beyond' $1,200" earnings supplements are' famil-y-size
conditioned. 'The earnings range over 'which bo.th the .supplement rate
and the tax rate apply are positively related to family .size.
3.

The Senate Finance Committee Plan

In addition'to the above options, the work bonus plan proposed by
the Senate Finance Committee in 1972 should be mentioned. In that plan,
low income workers who ,are family heads would be eligible for a 10
percent earnings supplement i f the combined income o·f the husband and
wife is $4, 000" or less. The supplement "lOuld be phas'ed out at a ra:te
of 25' percent, implying a breakeven level of $5,600. .In addition,
workers in private sector or regular public sector jobs paying less
than the national minimum wage but more than three-fourths of it,
would receive a wage rate subsidy equal to' t;:hree-fourths of the difference between their market wage rate and the minimum wage.
Besides the earnings supplement and wage rate subsidy, the Senate
Finance Plan provided for a modified AFDC system for families with
unemployable family heads, a major public employment program administered' by a Work Administration, and, sizable, support for day care
services. This plan is described in some'detail in Appendix A.19
I

I

, 19 This desc:dption is taken ,from Robert H. i{.aveman" "Hork Conditioned
Subsidies as An Income Maintenance Strategy," in U:S. Congress, Joint'
EconomicConnnittee, Studies in Public Welfare, 1973. That paper also,
contains a critique of the efficiency and equity effects of the Committee
proposal as well as its effect on the national wage structure and its
administrative feasibility.

I

i

I

I

i

I
I
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Table 1-2
Summary Facts for 1wo Family-Size Conditioned EarQings _
Supplement Plans
Family Size
4

2

6

Breakeven Earnings Level'
Plans I and II

$2900

$4400

$5900.

"Pivot Point" Earnings
Level
Plan I

$2000

$2000

$2000

$1165

$1767

$2369

+20%

+50%

+50%

. +50%

Plan II
Supplement Rate
Plan I
Plan I I
Tax Rate
'Plan I:
Plan II
Maximum Benefit Paynient
Plan I
Plan II

. ':~1!~':'.

. . ..:~ ..
"

.~;:.

+90%
-- +50%

. -42%

_-:-42%

-:42%

-33%

-33%

,:"33%

$1000

$1800

$833

$1184

_.

.

. $4.00
$583

I
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Total
Income

5000

4000

3000
Earnings Supplement Benefit
Schedules Related to Family
Size

2000
Variant 1

1000

I'.,)

o

o

1000

2000

3000
Figure 1-5

4000

5000

6000

Family
Earnings
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Total
Income

5000

AOOO

3000
Earnings Supplement Benefit Schedules
Related to Family Size

2000

Variant 1

1000

l'.)
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The British Tax CredLt Plan

The ·plan.proposed for-adoption by the British government is a
modification.. of the negative income tax structure 'into a work-conditioned income supplement plan. In the BrHish plan, all earnings~
defined to include pension benefits and social and unemployment
insurance benefits--are taxed at a single rate of 30 percent. If a
worker (with, say, 3 dependents) is earning in excess of abo~t $20
per week (~8), he is eligible for a refundable tax credit of about
$25 per week (.(10). Thus, if he earns'~10 per week, his income.
.
after receiving the credit and paying the tax is i17 (~10 - ~3 + ~ 10) .
If he earns ~20 per week, his total income (including the credit) is
~24 (~20 - it.6 + ..flO). ·10. effect the plan is a negative income tax,
eligibility' for which requires weekly' earnings in excess of about $20
per week. The maximum benefit (for a family of four with $20 per week
of earnings) is about $25 per week and the tax rate on earned income
is 30 percent. Figure 1-7 depicts the benefit schedule for families
of 2, 4, and 6. The substantial incentive in this 'plan for a low
income worker to increase his earned income to the£S minimum eligibility level should be noted.
The Brit.ish scheme is integrated with the income tax system
through Withholding process. Employers calculate tax withholdings
and the tax credit simultaneously and withhold o.r· stipplement earnings
on a weekly basis, depending on the calculation. The employer's
calculation of the credit due any employ~e is based on the information
on a government issued card presented by an employee to·an· employer.
Because the income tax is a flat 30 percent of income, end of year
adjustments be'cause of multiple jobs or earners are minimized. 21 .

20 See Proposa1 s for
A T ax- Cre dOt
Sys t em, H .~~1 .SOL
~
• • , ondon , October
1972.
2l An important consideration in the evaluation. of an earnings supplement program for the United States is the relationship. of the program to.
the income tax withholding system. Clearly, numerous administrative
difficulties could be minimized if the supplement and income tax withholding system could ·be integrated. Such integration would require a
major revision in. the current. Withholding system: non-taxable earners
would have to be identified, the proper claiming of exemptions would
have to be enforced, and, perhaps, the coverage of the withholding
system would have to be. extended. Because of the advantages of such
integrations, these revisions should be seriously considered.
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II.

ISSUES IN DESIGNING AN EARNINGS SUPPLEMENT POLICY

In our exposition of the earnings supplementation strategy, we
maintained certain. assumptions about the scope of the program: , th'at
the prograni was family oriented, th:J.t the sum of husband's and wife's
earnings was used to de~ermine the size of the supplement, that the
accounting period was a year, 'and that provisions in other transfer
programs would carry the burden of integration. In this section we
shall explore these issues more deeply.
A.

The Recipient Unit:

Who is Eligible?

We accept as a basic premise that the family, or household, is
to be the recipient unit, whether or not the supplement schedule is a
function of family size. For income- or earnings-conditioned programs',
the alternative of considering each income-earning individual as a
separate unit makes the program less effective, in channeling support
to the poor. For example, with a universal wage rate subsidy, secondary
earners in-distinctly non-poor families would be major beneficiaries. 22
The' acceptance of the family as the basic recipient unit is consistent
with much current ,thinking about poverty definitions and social policy,
. . . .

' . ,

A crucial question :Ls'whether ail family units with incomes below,
some level are to be eligible for the program or whether certain families would be made 'categorically ineligible. ,A "family," in the sense
used here, is a household unit: an unrelated individual, a couple with
no children, a couple with two or mqre children, and a single mother or
'father with children ar.e,all examples of ,"families" in our definition. 23
One possibility would be to restrict eligibility to only'those families
with children, as has been the case in the AFDC and AFDC-UP prbgrams and
in the proposed Family Assistance Program. A second might be to restrict
eligibility further, to only those families with both husband and wife
present. A third would be to make certain "irregular" families ineligible.
.
At least two reasons can be put forth to restrict eligibility to
families with children. First is the social philosophy that adults do
not "deserve" income maintenance, but that children do because they are
dependent persons. ,Second, and related to ·th'e first, is the ,notion
that families ~vith children have a higher priority of need and that
wide eligibility would increase program costs to a politically unaccept~
able ~evel.
'
22
-, See' Michael Barth, '''Universal Wage Rate Subsidy:
Effects," .QQ.. cit.

Benefits and

23 fhe official Census Buree.u definition of "family" is narrowe:r
than this, as it excludes unrelated individuals.

I

I

I

I
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The main argument ngil.i n st restrict:1.ng cligibili.ty to fami.ilea with
children is bused on equity grounds. Since the philosophy behind the
earnings supplement is to help the working poor, a "children test"
could only result in ineq~ity. It may well be thought that families
with children are more need~, and this may be true on average. Howev~r,
need and well-offness are determined 'bymany other fac·tors; and a caseby-case determination is superior to use of an.arbitrary childrenpresent criterion as a tool for categorization. Indeed, the considerable horizontal inequity which results from the current patchwork system
of categorical public transfers is one of the basic reasons why "welfare
reform" is so ·important.
In addition, making all family units eligible for the supplementation program results in a savings of administrative costs and in' a
reduction of both the incentive for illegal behavior ("welfare cheat~
ing") and behavior designed to achieve eligible status (such as having
children) .
A variation on rest'1;"icting eligibility to families with children
is to restrict it further to families with both husband and wife present.
The arguments for this might be.further cost savings, as well as the
presumption that one-parent families are taken care of by AFDC~ This
is an imperfect presumption, however, as it is not possible to' make
another program dovetail perfectly with a state administered AFDC
system wHh wide variation in eligibility det·ermination and benefit
levels. Needless inequity is likely to result from this further categorization.

A third possible restriction would be to make certain "irregular"
families inel·igible.· Host commonly, it is suggested that various oneperson families might be excluded fo~ social or political reasons:
students, young drifters, prisoners, solCliers, members of religious
orders, etc. For the young, it has been suggested that a.minimum age
requirement of 21 or 25 be required--w.ith an .allowance for young·persons with children. The reasons for excluding' these persons are not
so politically pressing as they woul.d be with a. negative income. t"!-x or
any other program with an income guarantee, however. Also, since these
persons' earnings are subject to various forms of taxes, they might be
entitled to an earnings supplement under "equal protection" lmvs.
It is our view that the best criterion for eligibility is the
widest: that all types of family units be eligible. As noted in
Appendix A, there are a large number of famili~s with no children who'
have low incomes, and would therefore receive benefits. To be equitable
and to make the program poverty-effective, an earnings supplement with
wide eligibility should be de~igneq with family-size conditioned bene!fits.

1\

.

i

i
I

\ B. . Treatment of Earnings and Other Income
,

1.

Definition of Earnings

Earnings would be defined comprehensively to inGlude wages and
salaries and self-employment income. The definition should conform t.o

26
Internal Revenue Service cri teria, on grounds of simplicity. Of course,
this is not a simple task, especially for self-employment income.
Under cxisting public assistance and proposed negative income tax
programs, aa 'Well as the individual income tax, there is an incentive
for persons to minimize the amount of reported earnings. This incentive 'Would ap·ply also under an earnings supplement to those famHies
'With earnings above the kinkpoint~ Ho'Wever if totai·carnings are
belo'W the kinkpoint, the recipient unit is better off if it can report
high rather than 10'W earnings. This might encourage various forms of·
new market activity to blossom.· For cxample, t'Wo families with zero
earnings today might exchange housecleaning chores on an employment
basis, in order to generate "earnings."
A related problem is 'Whether earnings should bedefi.ned as gross,
or net, of 'Work expenses. Families with earnings above the kinkpoint
would get a larger supplement if they report net earnings, while families below that level of earnings would prefer to report gross earnings.
Also some families with gross earnings above thebreakeven level would
receive benefits i f work·expenses 'Were netted out. Simplicity argues
for basing ·the supplement on gross earnings.
2.· Whose Earnings?
Assuming· that the "family'" is adopted as the reeipient un-it; three
alternative calculations of the earnings figure to be supplemented can
be distinguished: (1) the combined earnings of husband and wife, (2)
the earnings of onty one member, and (3) "the earnings of all individual
family members, separately.24.
For discussion, consider a particular·supplement schedule, say
. Plan B described in Part I, which might be used under all approaches·.
·The relative generosity of alternatives (1) and (2) depends on the
amount of earnings in the family, and its distribution among the individual earners. However, alternative (3), using the same schedule as
(1) and (2), would be pre.ferred ·byall recipientfamilie~: they could
never be worse off. Therefore, if single adults are eligible for the
supplement, alternatives (1) and (2) would create an incentive for some
families to split or to give the appearance of splitting.
The first alternative would be the m·ost efficient· in targeting
benefits to low income households: the supplement is limited to fami- .
lies with earnings below the breakeven point. .Under (2) or (3), supplements would be given to families with total earnings above the breakeven
level. Alternative (3) would make the largest "payments to nonpoor families, and would be the least ~arget-efficient.
Choice among these .alternatives· depends on specification of more
policy criteria, but alternative (1) seems the most appropriate for
the design of policy with a strong anti-poverty objective.

24 0 pt~on
.
3'~s tantamoun t to making the program individual-oriented

rather than family-oriented, unless benefits are family-size conrlitioned.
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3.

Treatment of Other

In~ome

Income other than earnings presents severe d~fficuities for the
design of an earnings supplementation program. In· an extreme form,
the program would supplement earnings without regard to other income.
This operts the p~ogram to considerable critici~m, bowever, as persons
with large amounts of property income but small earnings will be receiving a supplement. To make the program more poverty-effective, and
politically acceptable, some adjustment might be made for unearn.ed·
income.
First, it is possible to isolate certain sources of income which
might be called "quasi-earnings." In concept, this is income which
takes the place of earnings missed due to sickness or unemployment· and
which is received by right of contract or insurance paid for throug~
foregone earnings. Specifically, certain empl~yer-paid income continuation plans as well as unemployment insurance fit in this category·.
In a meaningful sense, this income has been "earned·," but its payment
has been delayed and made contingent upon other circumstances. rhus,
this income could be appropriately included in a broadened definition
of earnings used to determined the earning13 supplement. ·Hith this
inclusion, some recipients would be· better off, some worse off.
Second, there are a number of income-conditioned government programs, such asPublic·Assistance, Social·Security; public housing,
Medicaid, etc., which provide transfer income to families. As discussed below, i t is probably desirable that these programs carry the
burden of integrating the earnings supplement into the entire taxtransfer scheme. Thus, the determination of earnings· supplement bene. fits co~l~ ignore this source of income.

i

I

I
·1

II

·1

Finally, ali other income can be defined as "unearned income ~ "
typified by property income in the form of rents, interest, dividends,
etc. If the amount of unearned income received by a family is treated
the same as earnings in the determination of the supplement,the
program becomes· an "income supplement" rather than an earnings supplement. This is more important than simply a change in name: the
principles upon which we might want to design an income supplementation
. program may be different from those for an earnings supplement, and.
the relevant criteria for policy evaluation also may be different •.
We shall consider several options for t~eating unearned income in the
context of an earnings supplementation program.
ilile method of treating unearned income would be simply to deny
eligibility to families with income from these sources above some
prescribed amount. No matte~ where this limit is set, however, an
inequitable notch will result. Families with unearned income just
one dollar below the limit will be eligible for the earnings supple~
ment, while those with unearned income one dollar above it will be
ineligible. Families just above the limit are, in effect, taxed at
a very high rate on the last dollar of unearned income.
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A more equItable solutIon would .be to tux unearned income in
determining the earnings supplement; that Is. to reduce the 8upple'ment benefit by some fruction of unearned Income. Two illustrative
alterna.tives are shown in Tuble II-I for a family with $2·, 000 of
earnings under Earnings Supplement Plan B. Option I taxes unearned
income at 100 percent by reducing the ben~fit'bya dollar' for every'
dollar of unearned income. This seems unduly harsh: a family with
unearned income greater than its scheduled supplement· benefit gets
no benefit even though it may be poor. Option 2 exempts the first
$2,000 of unearned income and taxes the remainder at 50 percent. The
leakage of the earnings supplement to the non-poor would not be large,
and households with unearned income would be treated more equitably.
Some version of this alternative seems preferable; the exact size of
the exemption and the ~ax.rate could be chosen. after examining data
on the joint distribution of the earned and unearned income of families. It should be recognized that alternative treatments of unearned
income not only a'ffect the size of benefits in different ways, but
also the number and composition of .families receiving benefits.
4.

Treatment of Assets

Most existing income-conditioned transfer programs include some
assets test: if the family's assets are greater than some stipulated
amount, the family is ineligible for the program. If the earnings
supplement is to adjust for unearned income, then the level of family
assets should also be considered.
An innovative expedient. would be to include in the computation
of "unearned income" some imputation of the in"':kind income received
from assets. For example, the rental value of a fully-owned home· would
be counted as unearned income. For s'ome' assets, such as savings
accounts, income is already reported ·as interest, and should not be
double-counted. The benefits of'this treatment of assets would be to
eliminate the notch effect of assets tests, and to recognize the similarity of human and physical wealth.

..

.c.

The Accounting. Period

The earnings supplement would be based on the earnings received
during some specific period of time. Should. this time period, or'
"accounting period," be a week, month, quarter, or year? If all'
workers' earnings were spread evenly throughout the year, the account-·
ing period would have no effect on the size of the benefit. However,
if earnings are not received uniformly, the choice of 'accounting
p.eriod can affect the overall. benefi ts. Given. the irregular work
experience of low income families, the accounting period can make a
considerable difference in the benefits received by many families.
The accounting period is a greater proplem in this program than in
others because of the kink in the supplement schedule. We shall
illustrate these points by comparing quarterly and yearly accounting
periods.'

• 1··
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TABLE II-l.

ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS OF UNEARNED INCOME
UNDER EARNINGS SUPPLEMENT PLAN B

Option 1:

The earnings supplement is reduced by one dollar for every dollar of unearned
income.

Option 2:

The first $2000 of unearned income are ignored in calculating- the earnings
supplement. The earnings supplement is reduced by $.50 for every dollar of
unearned income above $2000.
Option 2

Option 1
Earnings
$2000

Unearned
Income

Total Family Income

Benefit-l

Income-1

Benefit-2

Income-2

0

$2000

$1000

$3000

$1000

$3000

2000

1000

3000

0

3000

1000

4000

2000

2000

4000

0

4000

1000 -

5000

2000-

3000

5000

0

-5000

500

5500

2000

4000

6000

a

6000

0

6000

2000

5000

7000

a

7000

$

7000

j
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Considering Plnn B os the ycorly benefit schedule, the comparable
schedule for a quarterly period would have pivot nnd breakeven earnings
levels equal to one-quarter ~f their respective values tn Plan B. .Table
11-2 shows this relation. Note that the supplement and tax rat~s pr~
vailing below and above the kinkpoint, respectively, are the same under
both accounting systems.
If a family's earnings were below the pivot point in ev.ery quarter, then the choice of accounting period would make no difference in
the benefits paid. Similarly, if a family's earnings were always ~e
tween the pivot and breakeven levels, the choice of accounting period
would make no difference. However, if during some quarters, family
earnings were above the quarterly breakeven level, but during other
quarters earned income .between the pivot and breakeven levels, the~
the accounting period problem would be the same as that under the. negative income tax: the yearly benefit would be less than the four
quarterly benefits. However, through a carryover accounting system,
these two amounts could be made equal, thus neutralizing the problem
of incentives in· the timing of income present in the shor.ter accounting period.
The real difficulty arises when the family's earnings are below
the pivot point in some quarters of a year and above it in others.
Under an earnings supplement the yearly accounting period could award
greater benefits to the family than would the quarterly accounting
period,25 even though the benefit schedules were equivalent. For
example, consider a family which earns $1,000 in each of the first two
quarters and nothing in the second two, for an annual income of $2,000.
If the accounting period were the year, its annual benefit under Plan
B would be $1,000; if the accounting period were the· quarter, the.·
family woutd receive benefits of $83 in each of the firs.t two quarters
and none in the second two, for an annual Lotal of $166. To this
family, the choice of accounting periods makes a difference of $833.
In this case, the simple carryover accounting system will not equalize
the yearly and four quarterly benefits.
Overall, a short accounting period would grant smaller annual
benefits to families whose earnings vary considerably during the year
than to those whose earnings are mor~ uniform. This horizontal
..
inequity cannot be eliminated by using a singfe- carryover accounting
system such as· that proposed in the Family Assistance Plan. Appendix
B explores this matter in more detail. On equity grounds then a
yearly accounting period would be preferable to a simple quarterly
accounting period, unless some new effective accounting system can be
developed.
The major advantage of a short accounting pe~iod results from
the short payment period which is naturally associated with it.
Timely provision of benefits when earnings are unusually low makes
the program more responsive to the needs of recipients. However, it
should be possible to have the esirable short payment period regardless of the length of the accounting period.through some end-of-year

25

.

This can never occur under a negative income tax·.
- - - - - -----~~-_.~._---~------~-
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Earnings Supplement Plan n wi.th a

Table II-2.

Yearly and a Quartcrly Accounting Period

Quarterly Accounting Period

Yearly Accounting Period
t
t

= +.5 up to $2000
= -.33 between $2000

Yearly Earnings

Yearly Benefit

t

= -.33

between $500 and $1250

Quarterly Earnings

Quarterly Benefit

a

$ 0

1000

500

250

125

2000

1000

500

250 ..

·3000

667

750

167

4000

333

1000

83

5000

0

1250

0

$

a

i = +.5 up to $506 .
and $5000

$

$

~.

~--,.
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-
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settlement procedure. Although this would involve some administrative
it would appear to warrant further study.

compl~xity,

Finally, it should also be noted that the choice of accounting
period affects work incentives by alter~nR the supplement or tax rates
affecti.ng the family. For example, consider a very low income family
whose earnings are concentrated in certain seasons of the year. In
these periods, the family would confront the tax rate which prevails
beyond the·kinkpoint. For this family, a short accounting period
reduces the incentive to work more during the period of concentrated
work effort. However', it iIlcreases the incentive for them to work
more periods since they can renew their eligibility for the supplement
in each period. One effect of these changes in incentives will be to
reduce the seasonality of employment, given the constraints of weather,
etc. This will tend to counter the effect of Unemployment Insurance,
which creates an incentive for employers to increase seasonal fluctuations in employment.
D.

Integration with Other .Programs

Experience over the past few years has taught us that a major
stumbling block to enactment of a proposed program is the problem of
integrating it with existing programs and with other proposed programs.
Hence, part of the evaluation of any new proposal should be an analysis·
of how it can be merged with the entire existing tax-transfer system. .
Two important problems come up in considering issues of program integration: horizontal equity and.work disincentive.
The equity. problem is a direct result of the ·tax-transfer system
being a patchwork of single purpose programs, each created with a
narrow perspective. Under this system, the. ~tent of public aid
received by a family depends not only on its earnings and needs~ but
also on a host of fortuitous conditions relating to geography, demography, and chance. Those inequities cannot be remedied by one program such as an earnings subsidy, but care can be taken. not to make
matters worse •
. The problem of work disincentive arises .from the fact that· if a
family receives· aid. from a number of·programs in which benefits are
income-conditioned, the implicit tax rates .cumulate to high levels.
Workers in the family find that the familyr s well being is increased
only slightly if they work more, beeause the various assistance benefits are decreased. In some cases, families find that their real
income decreases if they earn more money--i.e., the implicit marginal
tax rates cumulate to over 100 percent. One aim in integrating incomeconditioned programs is to keep this cumulative tax rate as low as
possible. In a work-oriented program such as-the earnings supplement,
this should be of special concern.
A host of other considerations which come under the heading of
integration cannot adequately be discussed here. . These include questions of definition of benefit units, payment periods, and administrative feasibility. The resolution of those questions is important in
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determining the distributive effectiveness of the pror,ram, and also
hus an lmpuct on equity and work incentive cOl1siderations.
A basic step in integrating programs is determining how each
program counts the benefits received by all other programs in computing its net benefit. Certain problems of simultaneity can easily
arise. One way to· think about the structure of the tax-transfer
system is to view programs or blocks of programs operating in sequence.
In this analysis we propose placing the earnings supplement at the
beginning of the sequence: the program determines its benefits on
the basis of earnings and unearned income, and ignores other taxes
and transfers (except, perhaps, those counted as "quasi-earnings,"
as noted above). This position is a natural consequence of the earnings supplement being a program of broad eligibility and general purpose. Other programs with narrow eligibility and special purpose are
placed later in the "sequence," and must take some account of the
earnings supplement. While this approach is not the only way to link
the programs and it does not cover all aspects of integration, it
prOVides considerable control over the· ~roblems of horizontal inequity
and high cumulative marginal tax rates. 6
1.

AFDC for Female Headed Families

AFDC is the most important categorical public assistance. program
in operation. If female·headed families are made eligible for the
earnings supplement, some plan for AFDC's treatment of the supplement
must be made. We shall examine three options for integrating a typical state's AFDC program with the Plan B earnings supplement, assuming
a guarantee of $3,000 and application of the "Thirty and a Third Rule"
for AFDC, and assuming zero unearned income. In Figure 11-1 we show
total family income when only the earnings supplement is available,
and also when the family is on ArDC under the three options. 27
Oution 1. The supplement is counted as unearned income and taxed
at 100 percent, the normal AFDC tax rate on unearned income. In this
option,. total AFDC program costs. are decreased , and fewer families. will
be on ~~C because families leave the program if their earnings go
above $4,720, rather than $4,860. While participating in the AFDC
program, a. family is no better off after the introduction of the earnings. supplement than before it, but if. its ea.rnings rise above. $4,·720
the family will leaveAFDC and be better off, than before.

26 For a fuller discussion of ways to integrate the benefits of
several income-conditioned programs, see Thad W. Mi;:er, "Alternative
Approaches to Integrating Income Transfer Progranis~" Studies in Public
Welfare (Paper No.4), Joint Economi~. Committe~, ~9!2.
27The total income line of the AFDC program operating in the
absence of an earnings subsidy coincides with the line labelled "option 1" up to an earnings level of $4,720. ~The AFDC-only line ",ould
be an extension beyond this level, while option 1 "turns up" here.
I
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Option 2. The supplement is counted as earnings, and taxed at
66-2/3 percent, the AFDC tax rat(\ on earnings. AFDC program costs
are decreased, but less i10 th<ln under OpUon 1.. While participating
in the AFDC program, a family is always better off under Option 2
than before the introduction of the'earnings supplement except for
families with zero earnings. As earnings rise above $4,790, the
family will leave AFDC and be better off than before.
Option 3. In this option, the supplement is ignored in calculating AFDC payments. AFDC program operations and costs remain the.
same as before the earnings supplement. Families are·better off or
at least as well off as they would be under any other option.
In terms of generosity, option (3) is better than (2), which is
better than (1), which is much better than the earnings supplement
alone. On equity grounds, the different treatment between a family
on AFDC and an equally needy one not on AFDC may be hard to defend;
option (3) presents the worst equity result, and option (1) the best.
The cumulative marginal tax rates are important for the work
incentive resulting from the combination of AFDC and the earnings
supplement. In Figure II-I, the flatter the slope of a total income
line, the greater is the cumulative marginal tax rate at that particular amount. of. earnings. Option (3) results in the lowest tax rate
for families with earnings less than $2,000; but the highest for
families with earnings above $2,000. The opposite holds for option
(1), while option (2) is intermediate in both cases. Thus, no single
option is unambiguously better than the others in terms of work incentive.
2.

AFDC for Families with Unemployed Father'

AFDC for families with an .unemployed father, known as AFDC-'UF
provides income assistance to families in which the father does not
have a regular full-time job. It provides in income floor, or guarantee, and family earnings are taxed at a 2/3 rate. However, if the
father works more than 100 hours per month, the family is ineligible
for program benefits, creating a notch effect. Currently, fewer than
half the states operate. this program, creating horiz.ontal inequities
'among families in the various states.
The problems associated with the notch effect and interstate
.
inequity would be mitigated to some extent by the earnings supplement. 28
.Option (1) for AFDC, which taxes the earnings supplement at 100 percent, would be the most effective in mitigating these problems:
28

.

. .

Because of the similarity of the eligible population of both the
AFDC-UF and earnings supplement programs, plans for integrating tha two
programs could be extended to considering reform of the incentives and
·inequities in AFDC-UF. Given the importanc~?f these prob~ems, this
should be seriously considered.
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interstate inequ.itics would be the smallest, and the "tax" imposcd on
families for working more than 100 hours--i.e., losing program eligibility would be the least. For example, using the benefit schedule
of the typical AFDC program described above, a father earning the
minimum wage of $1.60 "an hour and working 100 hours per month would
earn $1,920 per year and receive AFDC-UF benefits of $1,960. If he
were to try to work a few more hours, he would lose all of this
$1,960 under current law. If earnings supplement Plan B were in
force, with integration option (1), his removal from AFDC-UF would
reduce his net income by $1,050 rather th~n $1,960.
3.

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment insurance is basically a state~run program which ties
its transfers and "taxes" very closely to i~dividualsr wage earnings.
While i t is conceivable that UI might base its taxes and benefits on a
supplemented gross earnings conce~t, this procedure would present substantial administrative difficulties.
About five percent of total UI benefits are paid to persons with
earnings: while recognized as being unemployed, these workers are able
to obtain some part-time employment. In most states, these earnings
are taxed at 100 percent. Under an earnings supplement these earnings
would be supplemented, but there would seem to be no reason for this
supplement to be taxed away:' UI could appropriately view the supplement as current unearned income.
4.

The Individual Income Tax

Some families which receive the earnings supplement may also be.
liable for income taxes. The number of such families is likely to be
relatively small, both because earnings levels of recipients are fairly
low and because family-size condit'ioned breakeven levels can be made
close to the income tax breakeven levels.
There is considerable precedent for excluding earnings supplements
from taxation. The Federal income tax curreritly excludes Public Assistance, Social Security, Unemployment Insurance and certain other government transfer payments from the tax base. To include the earnings
supplement in taxable income would put recipients at a disadvantage
relative to recipients of other types of government transfers.
On the other hand, precedent need not rule. If the income tax
is to be based on the .ability of families to pay taxed then the supplement ought to be included .in taxable income. Moreover, if the accounting period of the earnings supplement is less than a year, the different treatment accorded families with concentrated eprnings and families
with uniform earnings would be somewhat diminished by -inclusion of the
supplement in taxable income.
5.

Other Programs
-

The examples given here indicate the range of problems and considerations which need to be taken into'account in integrating an
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earnings supplement with existing programs. Other programs such us
food stamps and public housing implicitly define a "countable income"
which they use to determine· benefit levels and eligibility. . If the
earnings supplement is considered to be countable income, then the
total costs (and benefits) or these programs will be decreased, ·a~d
eligibility will be narrowed. If the supplement is not considered to
be countable income, program costs remain the same. Horizontal
equity is better served by the first alternative, wh~le the.prevention
of high cumulative marginal tax rates is better served by the second.
E.

Further Issues

1.

Administration

The nature of the administrative problems involved with an earnings supplement depend on the policy decisions on the issues addressed
above. The simplest administration would be through the Internal
Revenue Service, making onlyend-of-year payments. With some complication, the supplement could be paid intermittently, and accounts
could be balanced at the end of the year. If the·program is to have
a shorter accounting period than a year, and if more frequent payments
are desired, a new office in DREW or Labor might be organized.
While we recognize the importance of many administrative problems, a fuller discussion of them is beyond the scope of this paper.
2.

Public Employment

In previous analyses of wage or earnings subsidies, a large public
employment program has been considered a necessary complement to income
supplementation. So long as the categorical programs of income maintenance (AFDC and 551) are maintafned, hmvever" an earnings supplement
without public employment provides an improvement over the current
situation. It does not, however, make the national poverty po~icy
comprehensive or ideal.
The underemployment (or, excess supply) of low skill workers,
which is considered by some economists to be characteristic of the
current U.S. economy, prevents the earnings supplement from aiding the
working poor in a fully equitable manner. In· a market with u~der
employment, the distinction between those who work as much as they
want and those who cannot find all the work they are willing to do is
ofte~ arbitrary or based on luck.
In a sense, all those who are willing to work are equally deserying of income support. Minimizing this
inequity could be achieved by the creation of ~dditionai low-skill
jobs in the public sector.
3.

The }1inimum Wage

While no operation or application of the m~n~mum wage law need
take account of the earnings supplement progr.am, its implementation
will allow a re-thinking of minimum wage legislation. If the minimum
is viewed as being important for social reasons as a take-home wage,
then implementation of an earnings supplement might be viewed as a

,.~
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substitute for further riscs in the minimum wage. To be a good substitute, the earnings supplement would have to be as nearly universal
as possible--all workers or working f~lilies would have to be eligible.
In fact, the earnings supplement might be even more redistributive
than a higher minimum wage law, because it would cover workers not tiow
included.
However, if the effect of the earnings su'pplement is to increase
aggregate labor supply, or even the supply in any local labor market,
then wages will tend to be depressed and workers not benefiting from
the supplement program might be made worse off. An increase in the
minimum wage might be proposed to eliminate this equity effect. It
should be emphasized, however, that there will be a small number of
workers who would simultaneously not be eligible for the earnings
supplement and be benefited by an increase in the minimum wage.

III.

LABOR MARKET EFFECTS

In this section the expected labor market effects of an earnings
supplement program are analyzed. The analysis focuses on workers'
behavioral responses to the program and on the attendant market adjustments. Much of the analysis depends in a crucial way on empirical
judgments about labor force behavior and labor market operations.
These will be noted and alternative possibilities indicated.
A.

Static Labor Market Effects

The imppct of an earnings supplement on ~abor market conditions
can be analyzed in terms of supply and demand. The direct effect of
the earnings supplement program is to alter the supply side of the
market because the supplement changes the rewards available to persons
for actually being employed. However, the' f~nal effects depend on the
nature of the demand side of the market and the processes by which the
adjustments are made .
.The standard labor supply analysis used. to ·evaluate the .impacts
of alternative income maintenance strategies (including public assistance, negative income tax, and wage subs.idy programs) assumes rational
self-interested decision making on the part of workers and employers,
and automatic market adjustments. It is assumed that each worker
nnows with certainty the wage available to him in the market for as
many hours as he wants to work. His decision 'oetweem '~ork and leisure,
which determines his earned income, is senSitive to ,the'value of the
wage rate facing him and the value of any income-guarantee which might
be offered him. In application, the theory is used to explain not
only how many hours each individual seeks to work, but also whether
Qr not he seeks any work at all. Hhile the analysis is phrased in
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terms of individual workers, it should be understood to apply to the
family unit decision making process. 29
In Figure III-l we af!;a:f.n show the earnings supplement schedule
as the heavy kinked line ODE relating "earnings plus 8uppleJllent" to
"earnings." We identify two ranges of income: $0 to $A, which is·
labelled the "Incentive Range"; and $A to $B, which is the "Disincentive Range." Earnings level $A corresponds to the "pivot. point,"
and $B to the "breakevcn paine'; the actual earnings levels corresponding to $A and $B depend on the benefit schedules·of the program.
In the incentive range, the worker receives a suppl~ment which
increases in proportion to his earnings; in the disincentive range,
he incurs a "tax" on each addition to earnings which diminishes the
amount of supplement he receives.
The effect of an earnings subsidy on work incentives depends on
the range of income in which the worker finds himself. In the disincentive range the worker reacts as he would under a negative income
tax type program, labelled ·ODE in Figure III-I, which overlaps the
earnings supplement in this range. 30 The worker may be expec~ed to
work less because the substitution and income effects are of the same
sign: his income loss for working one less hour has been lowered, and
his total supplement provides an income ~yshion that may lead him to
choose more leisure, i.e., to work less.
Preliminary results from
the urban negative income tax experiment suggest that this decrease in
work effort will be relatively small. In the incentive range, the·
worker faces the same situation as he would under.a simple wage.
subsidy. 32 Whether the worker will work more or less is theoretically.
29The assumptions that the family is the· decision making unit and
that the earnings supplement is aimed at total family earnings underly
the analysis which follows. Further work is needed to ~nvestigate labor
market effects under alternative assumptions, .especially concerning the
behavior of secondary earners in the family. For example, in families
with a primary and a secondary.worker, an e~rnings supplement program
which applies only to the head of the family would create an income
effect for the secondary worker leading to reduced work effort.
30 This is so unless the worker would contemplate non-marginal changes
in work effort, such as retiring from the labor force. In this case, the
guarantee of the negative income tax would provide an incentive for reduced work effort not present in the· earnings subsidy.

31
. For a standard static analysis of the work incentive effects of a
negative income tax, see Christopher Green, "Negative Taxes and Mone1;ary
Incentives to Work: The Static Theory," Journal of Human Resources
(Summer, 1968).
32For a standard analysis of the work incentive effects of a
simple ,,,age subsidy, see Jonathan Kesselman, "I.abor-Supply Effects·
of Income, Income-Work, and Wage Subsidies~l> Journal of Human Resources
(Summer, 1969).
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ambiguous bccause the substitution nnd .income effects are of opposite
signs, but he will work more than he would if the negative income tax
program lnbelled CDE were effective in this range. Empirically, the
question comes down to whether the worker's labor supply curve is' positively or negatively sioped. The evidence is ambiguous on this qucstion,
but does suggest a backward bending curve for wages above $2.50 or so.33
For potential workers not currently in the labor force, who therefore are
at the bottom of the "incentive range," the earnings supplement unambigu-'
ously l~ads to a greater likelihood that they will participate in the
labor force. The remuneration to all levels of work effort is increased
up to the breakeven point. While the combined effect is ambiguous, we
have labelled the range $0 to $A the "incentive range" because workers
have more incentive to work if their earnings are in this range than if
they are in the disincentive range, other things being equal.
Referring to appendix table C-l, we find that if the target population of the earnings supplement program is taken as all family units
(including unrelated individuals) which earn less than $5,000, about 64
percent will have earnings below $3,000 and, about 50 percent below $2,000.
Thus, under plans A and B, at least half the target families will be in
the incentive range. About 20 percent of the families nbw have zero earnings and some of them will begin working in response to the earnings
supplement. Under an earnings supplement with a lower kinkpoint, a
smaller percentage would be in the incentive range.
If the target population is restricted to families with children-reducing the 'number of eligible family units from 10.5 to 3.4 million-we find that about 58 percent have earnings below $3,000 and about 43
percent below $2,000. Thus, when this restricted group 'is taken as the
target population, a greater proportion ,is given a work disincentive than
, with the program with wider eligibility.
In any case, the proportion of earnings, supplement recipients subject to a definite work disincentive will be large. Whether the remainder
will be subject to an absolute incentive or disincentive needs further
research, as does the question of the overall effect. In addition, '
whether the earnings supplement prOVides a greater or lesser work incentive than either a negative income tax or a wage subsidy cannot be
answered in general, but depends on the particular program paramete-Ts
specified. 34

33 G1en G. Cain and Harold W. Watts, Econometric Studies of Labor
Supply (Chicago: Markham Publishing Co., 1973).'
34 It should be noted that the possible' dec.rea~;'i~ -labor supply
which might occur under an earnings_supplement_ i~,'.different in nature
from that which might occur under a negative income tax. Under a negative income tax, some f2milies might be given the incentive to withdraw
totally from the labor force, subsisting on the income guarantee. Under
an earnings supplement or a wage subsidy program the· absence of an income
guarantee would provide no incentive to withdraH from the 'labor force.
Moreover, for a negative income tax which related to the ,earnings supplement as in Figure III-I, an additional disincentive would exist throughout the lower earnings range due to the tax rate on earnings~ather than
the supplement rate) which prevails throughout the range.
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If, on balance, aggregate labor supply decreases in response to
an earnings supplement, wages will tend to increase and gggregate employmentwill tend to contract. Employers of the poor will find themselves
paying higher wages than in the absence of the program. Poor and nearpoor workers who are not covered by the supplement t but who hold similar
jobs, wil1 find themselves better off. At least in principle, the repercussions would be felt throughou~ the economy, as employers substitute
higher skill labor and capital for low skill labor.
If aggregate labor supply increases, the opposite effects will
occur. As wages decrease, poor and near-poor workers who are not receiving the supplement will find themselves adversely affected. All of
the effects, however, may be mitigated if the minimum wage law keeps
the market from fully adjusting . . Also the quantitative effects of
either a decrease or an increase in labor supply depends on the nature
of labor demand: if demand is highly elastic the wage rate effects will
be smaller than if demand is relatively inelastic.
Regardless of the sign of the change in aggregate supply, the differing incentives of the two ranges may cause a shift in the composition
of labor supplied to the market. The work effort of families having the
very lowest incomes should increase relative to that of families having
moderately low incomes. If families in the two ranges are typified by
very low skill and moderately low skill workers, respectively, then we
might expect the wage gap between these two skill levels to widen somewhat. The wage of the moderately low skill workers will rise relative
to that of the very low skilled workers.
In summary, it is not possible to determine without further evidence
whether aggregate labor supply will increase or decrease, and hence what
the effects on wages and employment will be. In contrast to programs
which include an income. guarantee, however, the earnings supplement will
not lead to any families totally~ithdrawing from the labor force; it
will encourage some persons who are not currently employed to enter the'
labor force, and it will provide an increase, in the return to additional
work effort in some earnings ranges in which guarantee type programs
impose a tax on earnings.
One final caveat to this analysis of labor market effects should
be added .. An important feature -of the earnings supplement which ma.ke.s
its labor market effects different from those of other programs is the
existence of two ranges of earnings ~.ith different marginal tax rates.
In the preceding static analysis we considered families to be in "equilibrium" in one range or the other, and focused on incentives for marginal change. However~ there is considerable evidence that family earnings fluctuate considerably from period to peri-ad ~- "esp-ecially in the low
income levels. Over time, in the absence of an earnings supplement,
families shift from one range to another, and their job decisions are
likely to be made upon earnings anticipations as well as their current
situation. A more detailed analysis of the earnings supplement should
take this into consideration.
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Finally, it should be noted that the conclusions reached in the
standard static analysis of labor market adjustments to shifts in the
labor supply schedules have been called into question by some economists.
In recent years, theories of "dual labor markets" and "job competition"
have appeared. These new views deny the validity of analyzing supply
and demand intersections, and suggest that in markets for low income
workers supply greatly exceeds demand without causing any tendency for
the wage to fall. According to this view, the shifts in supply of low
skilled workers which results from an earnings supplement would merely
change the degree of excess supply in these markets, without significantly affecting wages or employment for either group. Evidence does
not allow firm acceptance or rejection of these theories.
B.

Effects on Upward Mobility

In addition to affecting each worker's decision as to how much he
will want to work, an earnings .supp1ement--as well ,as other income transfer programs--will affect the'incentive for workers to secure betterpaying jobs. The encouragement of upward mobility and job search is
important for long run amelioration of the poverty problem, as well as
for providing increased income in the current period. The worker's
decision to obtain a better job, or to seek training in order to get a
better job, depends on many factors in a complex situation. Not only
are the parameters of the particular' income support program important,
but so are the worker's current labor force and unemployment status.
Also, the caveat about earnings variablility noted above applies with
special force to decisions about long-run plans.
Static economic analysis distinguishes between on-the-job and offthe-job investments in human capital. Before the institution of any
program,each worker will carry ou~ investments until the present costs
equal'the present benefits. Considering the major costs to ,be foregone
earnings and the major benefits to be increased earnings resulting from
increased wage rates (over a lifetime), the effects of 3ny supplement
program depends on how it affects these t'tvO .variables. 3
. ,
We consider first on-the-job training, in which the worker temporarily accepts a low wage in order to obtain training which will. later
,result in a higher wage. Under negative income tax and wage. subsidy ,
programs,earnings changes due to wage rate changes are subject to a
positive marginal tax. Thus, costs and b~nefits of on-the-job training
are equally reduced, and there is no net incentive or disincentive to
seek on-the-job training. However, if the after-training wage results,
in the worker passing the breakeven point of the plan, there will' be a
positiye incentive. Under the earnings supplement,'" the: same effect on
training incentives exists if the wage rates do not; .cause a shift between
the incentive and disincentive ranges~ However, -if the current wage is
in the incentive range and the after-training wage is in the disincentive
range, each on-the-job training investment would appear less profitable,
and less would be undertaken,overall.

35 See Irwin G~rfirikel,' "A Skeptica:l Note on the Optimality of
Wage Subsidy Programs, 1I.9.£.. cit.
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Off-the-job training involves a worker spending less time on the
job or removing himself from the labor force for a period in order to
develop the human capital to obtain a job at a higher wage rate after
training. Under a negative income tax, the incentives would not be
changed, because both costs and benefits of this decision are reduced
equi-proportionately . . Under a simple wage subsidy, the benefits would
be affected as under the negative income tax but the costs due to foregone earnings would be increased; thus less off-the-job training would
be undertaken. Under the earnings supplement, the effects would be
qualitatively the same as those of the negative income tax, if the
post-training and pre-training wage rates leave the worker in the same
income range. But, if the pre-training earnings were in the incentive
range, and the post-training. earnings in the disincentive range, then
off-the-job training wouid be discouraged. 36
Thus, none of the programs offer a net incentive to seek human
capital investment (unless the post-training earnings are sufficient
to bring the worker above the program's breakeven point). The earnings
supplement will.create a disincentive for investment if it involves the
worker switching over the kinkpoint, because his foregone earnings during
investment would be increased while his benefit might be decreased.
The wage subsidy discourages off-the-job training, but not on-the-job.
The negative income tax appears to have no net effect on investment
incentives.
The process of job search without formal human capital investment
is formally equivalent to off-the-job training, and the same conclusions
hold. The wage subsidy would discourage all workers from seeking a
better job, the earnings supplement would discourage some, and .the.
negative income tax would discourage none. This conclusion is true for
job search if the worker foregoes earnings to undertake the search in
anticipation of higher wages. However, if the worker undertaking the
search is without work, the negative income tax would diminish his job
search because of both the guarantee and the tax on marginal earnings.
Both the earnings supplement and the wage subsidy would provide additional incentive for job-search efforts. This·is especially true of
the earnings supplement for expected earnings in the incentive range.

------
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3 6However, for workers not in the labor force, both earnings sup-'
plement and wage subsidy plans would provide a greater incentive for
the worker to undertake off-the-job training.- The negative income tax,
however, would reduce the incentive for off-the~job training.
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APPENDIX A
Work-Conditioned Income Supplementation:
Senate Finance Committee Style
In June, 1972, the Senate Finance Committee announced their
version of a welfare reform bill. The "Assistance to FamJlies"
provision of this bill.emerged after two years of. Committee deliberations as a substitute to H.R. 1 which had been passed by the
House. Upon its release, the Administration, Senate liberals, and
the media denounced the bill as "a $9 billion step backward," as
"slavefare," and as "barbaric."
The proposal which drew this response is not a simple and
straightforward scheme. While it would reduce the size of the
current AFDC program it would not eliminate it. ~~ile it would
require some current welfare recipients to be employed in order to
qualify for income supplementation, it would guarantee success to
their efforts to find employment. Moreover, it would provide
substantial assistance for child care services to heads of singleparent families who are declared to be "employable." While it would
be a less attractive program to some current welfare recipients than
the current AFDC program, it would funnel substantial income support
to working poor and near-poor families who are new effectively
excluded from the nation's income-maintenance system. In describing
their strategy, the Committee stated:
••• Paying an employable person a benefit based on need,
the essence of the welfare approach, has not worked. It
has not decreased dependency--ithas increased it. It
has not encouraged work--it has discouraged it. It has
not added to the dignity in the lives of recipients, and
it has aroused the indignation of the taxpayers who must
pay for it •.• the only way to.meet t~e economic needs of
poor persons while at the same time decreasing rather than
increasing their dependency is to reward work directly
by increasing its value·.
The Structure of the Senate Bill
The primary provisions of the Senate Finance Committee proposal
are conveniently described by focusing first on the·program of
assistance to families without an employable head and then on those
with such a head. The program, it should be note~, provides no
assistance to single individuals or childless-couples.
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The Program of Assistance to Families without un Emplovable
Head
Under the current welfare system income support through AFDC
is provi.ded for female-headed families and those headed by
incapacitated fathers and stepfathers which meet the income and
asset tests of state welfare systems--about 3 mil~ion families. In
addition, in about 25 states families headed by long-term' unemployed
fathers receive support through AFDC-Up.37 The Committee bill would
continue these cash transfer programs only for those single~parent
(primarily female-headed) families in which the parent has a child
under age 6 or is ill or incapacitated, attending school full-time,
or residing in a geographically remote region. About 1.8 million
families fall into this category, approximately 60 percent of the
current AFDC population.
For this residual AFDC population the Senate bill would require
that states with high be.nefit levels not reduce payment levels below
$2400 for a family of four.' States with paY'I'J.ent levels below this
amount could not reduce them at all. In addition, a block grant would
be provided states to enable them to raise benefits to this level with
no additional cost to them. 38 After disregarding $240 of earnings
plus earnings to cover another $240 of child support costs, earned
income would be taxed at a 100 percent rate. 39
The Committee proposal, like H.R. 1, would not provide federal
matching of the state supplemental payments. Also, like the Administration
proposal, the Food Stamp program would be eliminated for families
who are eligible for welfare benefits. However, states could choose
to supplement the basic federal program by the amount of the implicit
cash value of food stamps to a family (an average of about $800)
without incurring additional cost. However, unlike H.R. 1, the
Senate proposal does not encourage states to cede administration
of the welfare program to the federal government.
The Program of Assistance to Families with an Employable Head
Under the Committee proposal, families with heads who are
classified as employable would not be eligible for direct cash
transfers unrelated to work. For some of these families--employable
female- and male-headed families who are now receiving AFDC or
AFDC-UP benefits--this will significant~y change their status.

37
.About 20 percent of all AFDC families are male-headed.
38 'The block grant, however,' does not cover- ;o~t~ for benefit levels
beyond $2400 even though the family has more than four members. While
this appears to be tantamount to a guarantee level of $2400 for a fourperson family, it should be noted that some states may well not increase
benefit levels, even though costless.
39

.

The 100 percent tax rate provision goes into effect only after
the employment program (described below) is in operation.
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Such family heads, however, are guaranteed a minimum incom~ '-of $2400
per yenr (unrelated to tamily ~ize) provided they participate in
the employment program.
The employment program would be administered by a Work Administration (WA) which would be created by the bill. Any eligible
family head would be guaranteed a job by the WA. In dealing with
registrants in the program the WA would have three options open.
First, the pqrticipant could be placed by the WA in a regular
public- or private-sector job paying $2.00 per hour or more. Full-time
work for a year in a job provided by the WA would yield the worker an
income of at least $4000 per year.
A second option for the WA would be to place the participant in
a regular priva·te- or Eublic-sector job which pays less than the
national minimum wage, 1 but more than three-fourths of it. In this
case, the WA would subsidize the applicant's wage rate by three-fourths
of th~ difference between his wage rate and the national minimum wage
rate. 2
.
For applicants who find themselves in either of these circumstances, there is a supplemental subsidy which would be administered
by the WA--an earnings bonus. For every dollar earned in emplo}~ent
by the fa~ily head and his wife covered by the social security
program,4 an additional 10 percent bonus would be paid, up to an
earnings level of $4000. Beyond $4000 of husband's plus wife's
earnings, the bonus (which ~eaches a maximum of $400 at an earnings
level of $4000) would be decreased by $.25 for each additional
dollar of earnings, hence falling to zero at an earnings level of
$5600. The schedule of work-conditioned subsidies related to the
earnings of a family.head in full-time employment (without a
working wife) is shown in Figure 1. Total income for such a family

40Eligibility for the employment program is limited to the heads
of families with less than $300 per month of unearned income or $5600
of total family income per year.
41 Currently, the minimum wage is $1. 60 per hour. However, passage
of at least a $2.00 minimum wage seems likely. Except where noted,
the subsequent discussion of the proposal will assume that the minimum
wage is $2.00 per hour.
4;he formula for this form of wage rate subsidy is: S = . 7 :;(X-~ol) ,
where S is the per hour subsidy, W is the actual wage rate and X is the
national minimum or target wage rate. To be eligible for the subsidy
.75X <W <X. For example, i f the-national minimum wage rate is $:~.OO
per hour, and if the applicant is placed in a position paying $1.50
($1.80) per hour, the WA would subsidize the wage rate by $.375 ($ .15)
per hour. From the employee's point of view, his wage rate would be
$1.875 ($1.95) per ho~r, Hhich for full-time work implies an inco:::e ·of
$3750 ($3900) per year.
43 A part of the rationale for the earnings bonus is to eliminate
the social security payroll tax for low income workers. The earnings
bonus would be administered by the Internal Reyenue System.
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is shown in Table 1. It should be noted that both the wage-rate
subsidy and the earnings bonus would also be payable to lowincome family heads who secured regular public or private employ• ment on their own.
.

TABLE 1
Earnings, Subsidies, Bonuses, and Total Income for
Participants in Employment Program Working Full-Time in
Regular Employment
Wage
Rate

Annual Earnings
from Employer

$1.50

.$3000

$750

$300

$4050

$1. 75

$3500

$375

$350

$4225

$2.00

$4000

$400

$4400

$2.50

$5000

$150

$5150

$2.80

$5600

Wage Rate
Subsidy

Earnings
Bonus

Total
Income.

$5600

The third option available to the WA would be exercised if it
failed to place the applicant in regular private~ or public-sector
. employment. In this case, the applicant would be employed in one of
the public service activities to be either arranged or operated by
the WA. For such employment, the applicant would be paid threefourths of the national minimum wage and would be guaranteed 32 hours
of work per week. Presuming a $2.00 minimum wage and 32 hours of
work per week, this would imply an annual income of $2400. 44 Neither
·the wage-rate subsidy nor the earnings bortus would be paid for such
employment.
A special arrangement is provided for the low-income family
head who is able to secure only part-time regular public or private
employment. In such a situation, the employee would receive his
wage rate from the regular private- or public-sector job, the wage-

-----:..-..44 The limitation of work to_32 hours appears to be based on a
desire to keep the guarantee at the $2400 level, hence making the public
service alternative less desirable than full-time private employment. An
alternative would be to guarantee full-time employment, which at $2.00
per hour implies an annual income of $3qOp. In.the remainder of this
paper, both alternatives are analyzed.

_....
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rate subsidy (if his wage rate was less than the minimum wage but
more than three-fourths of it), and the earnings bonus on the sum
of husband' 8 a'nd wife's earnings. In addition, the part-time worker,
would be eligible for additional employment from the WA to result
in a combined total 'of 40 hours per week. The amount of income (and
hence, employment) which the WA would 'provide the applicant through
some regular part-time employment is shown in Table 2.4~
Of concern is the matter of state income-supplementation programs
and their relationship to the work-conditioned subsidies embodied
in the Committee bill. To eliminate the chance that state supplementation would reduce the work incentives of the plan, the bill
requires states which choose to supplement the incomes of participating families to assume that the annual earnings of the 'family are'
at least $2400--implying 32 hours of work at the guaranteed wage rate
of $1.50. Moreover, states would be required to disregard annual
earnings between $2400 and $4500 in computing state supplemental
payments. This implies a constant additional cash benefit which is
not eroded by incremental earnings until earnings equal more than
$4500. As the Finance Committee report states:
The effect of this requirement would be to give a participant
in the work program a strong incentive to work full-time •.. ,
and it would not interfere with the strong incentives he would
have to seek regular employment rather than working for the
Government.
In addition to this basic structure of the cash transfer, workconditioned subsidy, and public service employment programs, there
are other important provisions. One such provision concerns the
subsidization of child-care services for participants in the employment
program. ferhaps more than oth~r proposals for welfare reform, a
work-conditioned income-support program has implications for the
'public-sector provision or subsidization of day-care services.
Because the Committee bill would lead to essentially full-time ,
employment for over I million mothers of' school-age children who
are currently receiving AFDC benefits, a major increment to the supply
of after-school and full-time summer day-care services is required.

45 An interesting question affecting this package of employment
options concerns the availability of public service employment to a
family head currently holding full-time regular employment at, say,
the minimum wage. With a minimum wage of ,$2.00, the annual earnings
of the worker would be $4000 to which would be ,added the earnings
bonus of $400. Could this person become eligible for additional
public service employment through the WA? The Commit~ee has answered
this affirmatively, stating that the WA may provide the worker up
to 20 additional hours of work per week if such employment is
available.

8

TAnLE 2

Public Service Income and Employment Provided by Work Administration to Low-Income
Family Head with Part-time Regular Employment

Annual
Income from
Income from
Total Income
Income from
Wage-Rate
Earnings
from Part-time
Em~r__ .__Subfl:ldy
__ ~o~u~____
___E_mp1oyment

Number of Hours of
'-lork and Hage Rate
10

/Fleek
$.1. 20/hour
$1. 60/hour
$2.00/hour
$2.40/hour

$600
$800
$1000
$1200

20 hours/Heek
$1. 20/hour
$1.60/hour
$2.00/hour
$2.40/hour

$1200
$1600
$2000
$2400

30 hours hveek
$1. 20/hour
$1. 60/hour
$2.DO/hour
$2.40/hour

$1800
$2400
$3000
$3600

Additional Income
and Hours Per Week
Guaranteed by
b
Work Administration

Total
Incexne

hOUTS

I

,I ,

a
b

!

,.,

I

$150

$300

·$450

$60
$80
$100
$120

$660
$1030
$llOO
$1320

$2250
$2250
$2250
$2250

(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)

$2810

$120
$160·
$200·
$240

$1320
$2060
$2200
$2640

$1500
$1500
$1500
$·1500

(20)

$2820

(20)
(20)

$3700

(20)

$4140

$180·
$240
$300.
$360

$1980
$3090
$3300.
$3960·

$750
$750
$750
$750

(10)
(10)
(10)
(10)

$2730

$3280

$3350
$3575

$3560

$3840
$4050
$4710

r
.

Assumes employee is head of house and that there are no secondary workers in family.
'

.

Nwnber in parentheses behind dollar income entitlement is number of hours per week the WA would have to
provide in public-service employment.
U1
I-"
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The Senate bill would establish within the WA a Bureau of Child
Care which would have as its central function the provision of childcare services to single-parent family heads participating in the
employment program. The Bureau wouid train persons'to provide family
day care, contract with existing day-care providers, give technical
assistance to organizations wishing to establish facilities, and
provide day-care services in its own, to-be-developed facilities,
~king m1.~imum use of mothers who are participants in the' employment
program. q
While mothers employed in special public-service jobs
would apparently receive free day-care servi~es--valued at $800 per
child per year--the day-care benefit would be diminished for employable mothers who earn in excess of $2400. The Committee has not
specified the rate at which this subsidy is to be' reduced as earnings
increase above $2400.
A second important provision enables partiCipants in the
employment program to volunteer for training programs to be admin~
istered by the WA. However, during the training, participants would
be paid $1.30 per hour rather'than' the $1.50 in the special public
service jobs. The cumulated difference between the two wage rates
would be paid as a lump sum to those trainees who complete the program.

--_.-. - - 46 The Committee would authorize $800 million for the provision
of such services.
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APPENDIX B
Operation of a Carryover Accounting System
Under an Earnings Supplement Policy

Under a carryover accounting system, earnings above the breakeven
point in one quarter are credited to the next accounting period and,
if not used to determine the supplement, remain as credits for four
quarters. The supplement is determined on the basis of earnings and
unused credits from the previous four quarters. This system is
illustrated below for Earnings Supplement Plan B with a quarterly
accounting period as shown in Table II-2. A family with earnings
stream 1, for example, has earnings above the break-even point of
$1250 in quarter 1. The earnings in excess of the breakeven, or $250,
are carried over to quarter 2. In quarter 2 earnings are also above the
breakeven point, and the excess plus the carryover to quarter 2 are
carried over to quarter 3. In quarter 3, earnings are below the
breakeven point, and the supplement is determined on the basis of the
sum of earnings plus the carryover from the preceding quarters. This
sum is greater than the breakeven point, so the family receives no
benefit. The amount of the carryover used to arrive at this zero
benefit, $450, is exhausted, so only $50 is carried over to quarter 4.
,. In quarter 4, earnings are again below the break-even point ,and the
supplement is determined on the basis of earnings plus the $50 carryover
The carryover accounting system results in a yearly benefit of $233,
exactly the same benefit which would result from a.yearly accounting
period.
The carryover accounting system also results in a yearly benefit
of $233 for a family with earnings stream 2. The interesting effect to
note here is that the system provides earnings supplements in quarters
when earnings are zero.
The' system does not equalize yearly' benefits under a quarterly and
yearly accounting period for earnings stream 3. The important difference
between earnings stream 3 and the others is not total yearly earnings,
which are $1000 lower, but the fact that the sum of earnings plus the'
carryover from preceding quarters is less than the kink point in some
quarters. When this sum is above the kink point, the tax rate on
earnings is negat'ive, and the carryover. accounting system works the
same as it does in a negative income tax type program with a negative
tax rate. But when the tax rate (i.e. supplement rate) on earnings
is positive, as it is below the kink point, the carryover accounting
system produces benefits which are lower than- those under a yearly
accounting period. .
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Appendix Table B-1.

Operation of a Carryover Accounting

System Under Earnings Supplement Plan B
(Quarterly pivot point $500, Quarterly Breakeven $1250)
Earnings stream 1

Quarter

Earnings

1

2

3

4

1500

1500

800

500

250

500

50

0

Carryover used to
determine supplement

0

0

450

50

Supplement

0

0

0

233

2150

2150

0

0

900

1800

550

0

Carryover used to
determine supplement

0

0

1250

550

~upplement

0

O·

0

233

Carryover to next period

Yearly Sum
4300

233*

* [=1000-1/3(4300-2000)J

Earnings stream 2
Earnings
Carryover to next period

4300

233**

*1=1000-1/3 (4300-2000) J

Earnings stream 3
1650

16,50

0

0

400

800

0

0

Carryover used to
determine supplement

0

0

800.

0

Supplement

0

0

150

0

Earnings
Carryover to next period

*** [1000-1/3(3300-2000)

567 ]

3300

150 ***
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APPENDIX C
Data on the Target Population

In this section we present some crude data relating to potential
recipients of an earnings supplement. Much more detailed. analysis will
need to be carried out to estimate the program's costs and its
distributional impact.
We have. used as.a micro data base the cross-section sample of the
U.S. population prepared by the RIM project at the Urban Institute,
which is based on the Current Population Survey of M~rch, 1969. The
data have been adjusted to portray the income status of the population
for 1973.
With reference to plans A and B outlined in section I, we have
chosen families with earnings less than $5,000 to be the target
population. 47 In order to focus on the group we take to be "the
working poor," we have excluded families whi·ch -are receiving public
assistance payments, and those with heads who are aged, students, or
inmates of institutions. Thus the data do not refer to .the .exact
population which would be covered under the program. Included among
the ·family units are "unrelated individuals."
In Table C-l we show the distribution of earnings for family units
with earnings less than $5,000, for three subgroups of family units:
those with adult members only, those with one parent and children, and
those with two parents and children.
Among the 10.5 million families in the target population, 7.1
million have adults only, 1.5 mfllionhave one parent, and 1!9. million·
have two parents present. Clearly, whether. family units without
children are to be made eligible for the earnings supplement will have
a major impact on the program.
Among target population families with adults only, which include
childless couples as well as unrelated individuals, about one-fourth
have zero or negative earnings, and thus would receive no supplement.
The incentive to obtain a job provided by the earnings supplement
would affect these people. The rest are fairly uniformly distributed
up to $5,000, indicating that there will be substantial proportions
below as well as above the kinkpoint for the plans we have considered.
However;, for family size conditioned earnings supplement plans, it should
.be n9ted~~hat the breakeven level for small families would be sub.
stantially below $5000. For example, in the family size conditioned

47

This choice is not a good approximation of the target population
if the supplement is fanuly-size conditioned. Table C-3below provides
some indication of the target population under such a program.

S6

plans discussed in section I of the puper, the breukeven point for
families of size 2 waH $2900 nnd for families of size 1 about $2200.
Among the 1.5 million one-parent families, who are not already
receiving public assistance, the distribution of income is·practica1ly
the same as that for the adult-only fnmi1ies.
Among the 1.9 million two-parent families in the target population,
the situation is strikingly different. About 10 percent have zero or
negative incomes. Among the rest, the frequency density increases with
the earnings level: there are relatively few families with low
earnings, and relatively many families with high earnings. Thus,
compared to other family types, two-parent families are likely to
be above the kinkpoint.
If the widest eligibility definitions are adopted, thereby
allowing all family types to receive the supplement, about one-fifth
of families with less than $5,000 earnings will have no earnings, while
the frequency distribution of the remainder will be slightly concentrated
toward higher incomes. If families without children are excluded,
the number of recipient units would decrease by 70 percent. Among the
remaining eligible population, over 15 percent would receive zero
supplements, while the frequency distribution of those receiving
supplements will be concentrated toward higher incomes.
In Table C-2 we show the distribution of earnings among one- and
among two-parent families, by the number of children. The table shows
that there is not a particularly strong relation between family size
and family earnings. Thus, under a family size conditioned earnings
supplement such as variant 2 of section I, a fair number of large
families with low earnings will receive the same supplement as smaller
families. Only under variant 1 will the supplement be related to
family size for all families.
In regarding the very large number of families with very low
earnings which are indicated in Table C-l, the question arises whether
they receive some significant amount of unearned income. It is possible
that some of these families are no·t poor, and that when the supplement
is adjusted for unearned income these families will be effectively
excluded from the program. To get some idea of what effect this· will
have, we have removed all nonpoor families from Table C-l, and present
remainder in Table C-3.
Excluding nonpoor families reduces the total number in the ta·rget
population from 10.5 million to 4.3 million; the greatest proportional
reduction occurs among the adult-only fc:milies. The exclusion of the
nonpoor has not eliminated very many low and zero earners. Hore t'1an
half the adult and one-parent families have earnings under $1,000, and
nearly a third with zero. Of course, one would not. expect to find high
incomes among "poor" families. These data, which exlude aged families
and those receiving public assistance, highlight the severity of the
poverty problem for many families.

---~
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Table C-3 also provides a·very rough approximation of the income
patterns of the target population of a family-size conditioned earnings
supplement. Under such a program, the breakeven level of. earnings
would rise in step with the official poverty line for families of
varying sizes. By excluding nonpoor families we have excluded most
adult-only families with earnings greater than $2,000. Relatively
fewer families with children who have high earnings are excluded. A
family size conditioned earning supplement program would have its
target population cut by more than a half if narrow eligibility
criteria were adopted.
About one third of adult-only and one-parent ·families with
earnings less than the breakeven level now have zero earnings, hut
these families would gain an incentive to work. The earnings of twoparent families are concentrated in the midrange, where· supplements
are the larges t.
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Table C-l.

Percentage Distribution of Families with Earnings less than $5,000, by Earnings Class
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Percentage of Families with Children with Earnings less than $5,000, by Earnings Class and Family Size
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Table C-3.

Percentage Distribution of Poverty Families with Earnings Less than $5000, by Earnings Class
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